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3. Main theorems. Let us resolve Lo in (1.3) into

(3.1) Lo(t, x, ,,0,,,, x, )) H (+ 0j,,
, ))

t=l =1

(mk>0,
such that
Then, we can write

Lo(t, .,0,, , $R )r/) )r/),,o,, , $R-
= =

with =() defined by (2.1) and R defined by (2.4); see 4.
Theorem 1. Le$ L be a differen$ial operator of $he form (1.1)

wi$h bounded measurable coeciens in a neighborhood of $he origin,
and assume ha$ he coecients of Lo are in C.

Suppose ha ,(t,x,) (i:1,..., k) are in C,,(O) and distinct,
and each (t, , )=,(t,,$R-)r satisfies ghe condition

for p=e ,, q=m and some H(t)eC. Then, with o=(1Wt/2ho)
we have a priori inequality

(3.3)

u c; (o)
for a sufficiently small fixed ho and every n(_>_l).

Remark. i) If P0 or .P4:0 for any 4=0, the condition (3.2)
is always satisfied, ii) Here we do not require the regularity of

(’) Coo() (j=l,... m--k), but in the case when ,,0, are in (.,,) (#0) and0,

distinct the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem holds; see 4.
Proof of Theorem 1 Let us write (+(r,,0,, x, v)) ho,= =0

(t, x, )2-- (h0,o= 1). Then, from the infinite differentiability of the

6) In the case when we can take k--O, L is hypoelliptie if the coefficients are in
C, and the existence theorem of solutions is easy from Lemma 3 for sufficiently small
h. Hence, we may consider only the case k>0.

7) For a complex number a, by Yte a we shall denote the real part of a and by m a
the imaginary part.
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coefficients of Lo and of 2m0,, (i-1,..., k) it follows that ho,(t,x,])
are in C,,, (]4=0) So we have

)r/) -=o -)r- -),,o,w, x, R- ho,(t, x, R
and with a positive constant

(SA) h (t,,R-)/(--I )-- >(i-’+K()-’

Pot sg(9) (h; sueiently small) we may consider oerators H
(i=1,...,) and He’ (=l,...,m--k) of class C wih

&.(t, , R-) and a(H’) ho.(t, , R-) respectively; see [ .
8e A=J...& for J--O/Ot+H}A (i--1,...,k) and

H’A O--/Ot-- (H’- 1). hen, by the assumption (8.2) we

can aly Lemma 1 to A and get

(3.5) n N f" Au dtC f;’llA(Au) lldt
+=-

ueC:(&o)
for sufficiently small fixed ho and every n(l). On the other hand
by the assumption (3.4) we can apply Lemma 3 to A with the form
A(3/3t v) (i+j= k-- 1, v--’u), and get

From easy application of the Fourier transform we get

-il (e)I1 II K():’C)II II ’:u II,
(.)

h--lluCllull (Oba,
Hence, by the theorem for the commutators of singular integral
operators (see 3 p. 184), we have

and

]I(L--AA)ulI--[I(L--L)u+(L--AA)ulI<C= ,/-li--(Au’l"
Replacing v by ’u in (3.6) and using (3.5)and the above inequality
we get (3.3). Q.E.D.

Now using (3.7) we have for u eC(t?)

: h---’ u <C : Au
+l-:ml=- 3t3x +=- -so that if we take sufficiently small h (_-<ho) depending on fixed n

such as 1/2 =<n=< 2 for every t (--hth), then we have by (3.3)

n N h-(-’-) u <CIIILulll’-
+ml- ml =:,,,- t3x

This shows that L-* is bounded, so that there exists at least one weak
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solution of L*)u=f for f eL(2a).
Theorem 2. Let L have the form (1.1) with the coefficients in

C and the inequality (3.3) hold for this L. Suppose Lu--f for
f eC, and u belongs to C in the compliment of a strictly convex
set,1) then u is in C in a neighborhood of the origin.

Here we do not prove this, but we remark that if we transform
t by 0--log (l+t/2ho), we get by (3.3)

ueCo ()
where 91-- {(0, x); Oh+K(x)<h} (c.f. 2J).
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9) L* means the formal adjoint operator of L.
10) By "strictly convex set" we mean a set which lies in ((t,x); t>0} and of which

closure meets the plane (t---0) only at the origin.


